Tactical Interventions Slings
Shooters like to get in that nice steady prone position and lay down behind the rifle and
let the bipod and rear bag do all the hard work for us, this always isn’t possible. Military
and Law Enforcement Snipers along with competitive marksman find themselves having
to shoot in unsupported positions all the time. A lot of shooters underestimate the value
and lack the discipline to properly dry fire, snap in, and build good shooting positions.
Just simply hooking a sling on your rifle and wrapping it around your arm doesn’t mean
you are going to have a good position or hit your target.
As you already know there are many slings out on the market these days. Choosing the
right sling and properly using it a separate monster in itself. After many years of
shooting and using different slings in my time in the Military and competitive shooting I
have used more then a few slings and I have finally found a sling I highly recommend to
anyone that’s serious about there shooting results.
I would like to introduce you to the sling I find to be the easiest to use and to be the most
comfortable and easiest to put on and take off and can be used on a variety of weapons
system. That’s where the Tactical Interventions Slings and Mike Miller come into play.
Mike who is a military man as well as a great competitive shooter is the guy who came
up with this great sling. Mike knowing what a combat and competitive shooter needs in a
sling took those needs and came up with the 2 TIS slings he offers. The Quick Cuff sling
and the Slip Cuff sling. As a side note the Quick Cuff sling is now the issued sling for
the USMC Scout Snipers M40A3 sniper rifles. That alone should tell you what a great
product the TIS sling is.
The Quick cuff sling is a fully adjustable nylon sling that can be easily adjusted by
pulling and sliding the nylon webbing thru the metal sling adjusters. The sling can be
used by the biggest or smallest shooter and all loose end are easily kept in place by the
elastic sling keepers. The Quick Cuff has a plastic female fast tech attachment point that
is there to accept the male portion that’s on the adjustable arm band piece. The unique
and great thing about the arm band and which in my opinion makes this sling the best of
the best is the fact that Quick Cuff itself can be easily adjusted by pulling the running end
of the arm band as tight as you need it and then secured down on your arm by the Velcro.
This is very handy feature. When using any other type of sling you have to spend time
adjusting your sling to get it to properly fit on your arm according to what you are
wearing and adjust it for length for your position. With the Quick Cuff arm band this is
hands down the fastest and easiest thing to do. Because once your sling is set where you
want it there is very rarely a case where I have to adjust it at all for me to get into a
multitude of positions. Where with any other sling I would be spending more time adjust
the sling for fit and length.
The arm band can be continuously worn on the shooters arm and the sling can still be in
full use for carrying your weapon. Then if and when you need to get into a position that
you need to use your sling you simply can snap the buckles together and get into position
for a shot. Once complete you can quickly unclip and be moving again. The amount of

time that is saved by the shooter from trying to get all slung up is cut down drastically
and allows the shooter to accomplish there mission quickly and precisely instead of
missing the opportunity because he is spending a minute plus trying to get his sling on
and get in position.

The slip cuff sling is made to the same standards and specs except it doesn’t have an arm
band that attaches to your arm. The sling is made so the shooter can quickly slip there
arm into the sling and quickly pull the metal buckle down to your arm and lock the sling
into position. This can be done while the shooter assumes the desired shooting position.
The sling has an elastic retaining sleeve that can be pulled down on your arm so it
quickly adjusts to the shooter for there current position.
Either of these slings will fully satisfy your shooting needs and I recommend you drop by
there website and check them out. I am looking forward and hoping that the NRA will
take the use of these slings into consideration for NRA Service Rifle matches.
http://www.tacticalintervention.com/

